Second McDonald Prize Winner for Aberdeen Wrights & Coopers
Alan Steele of the Aberdeen Wrights & Coopers is the second member of the organisation to win the
McDonald Prize for Carpentry, Joinery & Glazing Studies
The Incorporation of Wrights in Glasgow presents prestigious annual prizes for excellence in
Carpentry, Joinery and Glazing work.
Following on from Tom Ironside who won in 1977 for the Mort Cloth Cabinet situated in Trinity Hall,
Alan won the prize in 2008 for his Essay Piece produced as his admission test piece to the Trades.
The Essay piece is described as follows:•

•

•

The containing box denoting the Unity of the ‘Incorporation of Trades’ is to be segmented or
coopered with a bayonet locking lid which displays the arms of the Convener’s Court. Fitting
within the main box are seven individual containers relating to the individual Trades within
the Seven Incorporated Trades of Aberdeen:- Hammermen, Wrights and Coopers, Bakers,
Tailors, Shoemakers, Weavers and Fleshers .
The containing box is of segmented or ‘coopered’ form made as the staves of a barrel with a
carving of the arms of the Incorporated Trades in Holly on the lid. There are thirty staves
around the body of this box representing the members of the Convener’s Court: Oak
(Deacon), Cherry (Boxmaster), Wych Elm (First Master) and Sycamore (Late Deacon), seven
sets of four with additional staves of Holly (Master of Hospital) and Laburnum (Deacon
Convener).
The top and bottom are segmented again to represent the Conveners Court with seven
divisions 48 degrees and two of 12 degrees

The wooden boxes for each Trade has a hand-threaded lid displaying the escutcheon of the Trade
and containing miniature examples of the use of wood in each Trade, which are highlighted in red as
they are still to be manufactured.
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Hammermen - Ash inner box containing hammer-handle, casting-pattern for anvil (future),
Bakers - Elm inner box containing peel, spurtle, biscuit mould(future),
Wrights and Coopers - Holly inner box containing plane, mallet, clamps(future),
Tailors - Cherry inner box containing darning mushroom, needle case, bobbin(future),
Shoemakers - Beech inner box containing last(future), stitch-horse
Weavers - Oak inner box containing simple loom(future), net-shuttle(future), lace-bobbin
Fleshers - Sycamore inner box containing butcher’s block(future),

The wood has been locally sourced where ever possible, pruned from still living trees, with the
exception of exotics: Boxwood, from France, and Blackwood, from Africa (ex stock from an Aberdeen
joiners roup). Cherry and Elm from the St Nicholas kirkyard, significant as this is the City Kirk and
where the ‘Trades’ come for their yearly ‘Kirkin’, Sycamore from a tree in the Lang Stract, Holly from
the National Trust for Scotland’s Pitmedden Gardens to the North of the city, Ash from the Woods of
Dunotter to the South of Aberdeen, Oak from the Estates of Drum to the West of Aberdeen, Beech
from Torry (about as East as one can get in Aberdeen), Laburnum from a Garden in the west end of
Aberdeen.
All the small ‘Trades’ boxes are of the same size with interchangeable threaded lids. The
escutcheons on the lids are from Holly, Boxwood and Blackwood.
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The box of the Hammermen’s Trade is made from Ash; this wood being used to make the
hammer handles as it absorbs and is resilient to shock. The tree is often coppiced for
firewood and burns long and with great heat and can be used to work metal even when not
as charcoal.
The box of the Bakers’ Trade is made from Wych Elm; this wood is used to make watercourses and millwheels as it is preserved by being wet. The tree coming into leaf was used as
a rural indicator for seed planting: "When the elmen leaf is as big as a mouse's ear, Then sow
barley never fear;"
The box of the ‘Wrights and Coopers’ Trade is made from Holly; a wood used for detail in
carving, cabinet making and fine turnery. The tree representing nature’s strength in the
autumn and winter months, a time when wood is usually harvested.
The box of the Tailors’ Trade is made from Cherry; a fine sweet smelling wood used for
wardrobes and kists. A tree ‘in proud raiment’ as the story goes that initially would not bow
down to Mary when she desired some fruit.
The box of the Shoemakers’ Trade is made from Beech; a fine grained wood used in pattern
making for example the wooden lasts around which leather is formed to make shoes.
The box of the Weavers’ Trade is made from Oak; a wood used in making the frames for
weaving.
The box of the Fleshers’ Trade is made from Sycamore; a wood that does not taint food and
used a serving and cutting boards.

